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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the basic configurations of drive systems for human electric
hybrid vehicles.
The e-bikes on the market today are parallel hybrids (PHEB, parallel hybrid electric
bicycle). In parallel hybrids it is attempted to mechanically add the highly variable
torque of a pedalling human with a constant torque of an electric motor. Some
vehicles have the motor near the bottom bracket, while others use motors near or in
the front or rear wheel. A special case of a parallel hybrid is Michael Kutters drive
system where electric and human power are added using a planetary gearset in the
rear wheel hub.
In a series hybrid human electric hybrid (SHEB, series hybrid electrical bicycle)
human power is converted into electric power using an electric generator driven by
the pedals. Mechanical drive power to move the series hybrid vehicle is produced by
a motor driving the wheel just as in the case with the parallel hybrids having either a
front wheel or rear wheel (hub) motor.
The different kinds of hybrid drives and their disadvantages and benefits with respect
to use in recumbents and velomobiles as well as in upright cycles are discussed.
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Introduction
Humans are easily capable to deliver up to between 75 to 200 W pedalling power
over hours. This power level is sufficient to cycle at constant speeds higher than e.g.
15 km/h in flat lands.
However, against crosswind, on slopes, and especially in stop-and-go traffic powerlevels of up to seveal hundred watts are at least sometimes required to keep cruising
speed up, e.g. at more than 10 to 15 km/h.
Non-athletic humans can deliver power above 200 watt levels only up to some
minutes. Therefore, power from other energy sources such as batteries is welcome in
driving situations requiring power levels high compared to a humans constant power
range. Hybrid drives, combining human power e.g. with electric power, is a relevant
topic when searching for very ergonomical muscle powered vehicles especially for
use in urban aereas where stop-and-go is common.
The mechanical ouput power of the bipedal human is highly rippled: Torque varies
from two times average torque to sometimes below 0 Nm! This fact raises the
question which hybridisation methods are more feasible for a certain application than
others.
In vehicles with mechanical coupling of human and electric machine, both drives are
arranged in a parallel setup. Therefore the name “parallel hybrid”. One could call
these cycles also “electromechanical cycles”.
In vehicles with electrical coupling of human and electric machine, both can be
loaded optimally since they are mechanically independent from each other. Human
and motor are arranged in series, and hence the name “series hybrid”. Since the
transmission of human power is purely by electrical means, mechanical transmission
elements are totally lacking. One could call such cycles “electronical cycles”.

Comparison of Humans and electric Drives
With respect to propulsion of partially or fully human powered light vehicles, humans
and electric drive systems - comprising battery, motor controller and electric motor share some similarities, but some important features are dissimilar.

Energy Storage and Power Delivery
The human as a biochemical energy storage and the batteries as electrochemical
storages deliver power for durations of between seconds and hours. If power
demand is very high, “discharge time” becomes very short, in the order of seconds. If
power demand is low, power may be delivered over hours or even longer. However,
humans deliver on a much lower power level (power per unit weight).
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To deliver the power for acceleration or for fast climbs, batteries are welcome as
additional sources of drive power. On timescales typical for commuting rides, minutes
to an hour, the higher energy density of batteries may be welcome to go faster than
on human power alone. Even lead gel battery, known as a battery with low energy
density, has about 15 times more energy content per unit weight than a human.
So, for short rides, especially if speed is not constant, combining human power and
electric drives makes sense. However, for very long trips typical for bicycle touring in
remote places, electric drives are not ideal. For long trips, very lightweight drives like
the ones which mainly help on hills but not in the flats may make sense (Tetz, 1999).

Speed Range
In mechanical bicycles, gears are used to adjust the wide speed range of the bicycle
wheel to the more narrow pedalling speed range of the pedalling human.
Within the human population, preferred pedalling frequency varies from below 50 rpm
to above 90 rpm. Pedal frequency while cycling in the flats at an easy pace remains
constant within a few rpm, while pedal frequency varies during phases of
acceleration, and before and during gear change. In general, humans pedal slower
when going uphill.
Maximum cadence of humans is typically below 120 rpm, while electric machines
may turn easily many thousand times per minute.
The speed of the crank arm and the pedal varies slightly throughout one pedal axis
revolution. Operating electric drives as energy-efficiently as possible requires a
speed as constant as possible. However, very dynamical electric drives are possible.

Torque Output
Average torque varies within a sample of human beings. Trained cyclists may pedal
with torques that are more than twice as high as torques by untrained, elderly,
weak/ill or handicapped persons.
Humans and electric machines are very different regarding time history of the
produced torque: The bipedal humans produce torque with a very high torque ripple
(-> Fig. 1). Ripple can be in the order of 100% of the time average of the output
torque! Each leg produces a maximum and a minimum torque per one pedal
revolution. Torque sometimes is even negative, so that over a certain angle of pedal
revolution the pedal is braked rather than pushed.
Conversely, rotating electric machines produce constant torques with some
superposed ripple usually small compared to the ripple of a bipedal human.
How two such different drive machines like a human and an electric machine can be
coupled in a hybrid vehicle is discussed below.
At speeds different from zero, the (time averaged) torque-speed characteristic of
humans and electric machines look quite similar. The faster the “machine” – human
or motor - runs, the less torque can be delivered to the pedals or to a wheel.
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Both human and electric machines, at a certain speed, can deliver torque over a
huge dynamic range. For seconds, electric machines can deliver peak torques of up
to 10 times nominal torque. For minutes, humans and electric machines may easily
work at 300% of nominal power.
At or near zero pedal speed or when pedalling in a standing rather than seated
position humans may produce extremely high torques at the pedal, corresponding up
to a small multiple of the body weight.

Cooling
Humans are foreseen to sweat in order to be cooled. Evaporating water is definitively
a very effective way to cool! However the water lost by sweating has to be replaced
by drinking.
In light electric vehicles, batteries, motor controller and motor usually are not water
cooled in order to keep weight and mechanical complexity of the drive system low.
Passive cooling by heat conduction from energy-storages (batteries) and -converters
(controllers) to the vehicle frame, or by convection or radiation to air, is common
practice.

Torque

Maximum output
power (time
domain: some
seconds to
minutes)
Energy density of
storage

Human
Battery
Between 10 and 30 Nm time averaged
torque.
High torque ripple
At most 7 W/kg
Up to > 1 kW/kg

Electric Motor
About 1 Nm/kg
nominal torque.

About 2 Wh/kg

If recuperation is
possible, kinetic or
potential energy of
the vehicle may be
stored in the
battery

Better than 15
Wh/kg, up to more
than 100 Wh/kg
(e.g. lithium
batteries)

Low torque ripple
Up to about 1
kW/kg

Table 1 Comparison of humans and electric drives.

A closer Look to Torque Ripple
Let us look at a situation where two hypothetically identical cyclists pedal a tandem.
The similar torques they produce sum up thanks to the chain between captain and
stoker. Since at every position of the crank the output torques of the legs of the two
ideal cyclists are equal (see Fig. 1), there is no interference. E.g. the legs of cyclist 2
are not accelerated by pedal pushs of cyclist 1, and vice versa.
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Fig. 1 Example for the output torque history in an ideal human tandem: Both cyclists deliver the same
torque at the same crank position.

In real tandems, two different humans – “non-ideal cyclists” - push the pedals; see
Fig. 2. Their torque history is different, the leg masses are different. While one leg of
cyclist 1 is pushing, an other leg of cyclist 2 may be braking (excentric mode of leguse). Some interference of cyclist 1 and 2 is to be expected, although small enough
at typical cycling cadences. The interference between the cyclists may be bigger
when climbing at low cadence and high pedal torques.
In fact, when multi-person mechanical cycles climb, total propulsion power is less
than the sum of the power contributed by each cyclist since there are losses due to
interference between the pedallers (Ruedi Frei, personal communciation. ca. 1999).
Interferences may be reduced by freewheels between the cranks or gears of the
cyclists of a multi-person cycle; as a consequence, total mechanical output power
increases.
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Two Humans as not ideal Tandem Couple
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Fig. 2 Example for a less than ideal torque history of a real human tandem.

A human and an electric motor have very different torque histories, as is shown in the
figure 3 below. Compared to a tandem of two human cyclists, human and electric
machine are a very non-ideal tandem couple!
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Example for Human and Motor Torque
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Fig. 3 Typical torque histories of human and electric machine (idealized: no torque ripple, on the
output of the electric machine).

The motor torque could vary in such a way as to compensate the torque ripple by the
human pedaller. A constant torque at the wheel could be achieved by 180 degrees
phase shift between human and motor as shown in the next figure.
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Human and Motor adding up to a constant output torque
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Fig. 4 Example for torque histories of human and motor that would yield a constant added up torque to
drive the wheel.

There exist hardly any published research papers about combining two such
dissimilar “motors” like humans and electric machines in the form of a hybrid drives
for vehicles.
Due to this lack of information, today only performance measurements on existing
parallel hybrid vehicles can be used as a basis to compare different ways of
hybridisation. See below.
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Mechanical and Electrical Coupling of Human and Machine

Mechanical Coupling of Human and Machine
The task of hybridisation requires to find an axle somewhere in the drive train of a
parallel hybrid human powered vehicle rotating at a certain speed so that both human
and motor can apply torque to that axle. This situation is comparable to a tandem,
where there is no second cyclist (stoker), but an electric motor.

Bottom bracket or chain
drive

Rear wheel
Front wheel

Speed (Range), rpm
or km/h
Cadence of cyclists
(about constant for a
person at a certain
level of training)
Speed of vehicle, 0 to
maximum speed (*)

Direct drive torque,
Nm
15 =< Nm =< 120,
torques between 20 and
40 Nm being most
probable
20” (xx-406): 57 Nm (**)
26” (xx-559): 74 Nm
28” (xx-622): 80 Nm

Table 2 Positions in the parallel hybrid drive train where the addition of the torques by human and
motor can take place.
Speed range of cyclists is between 40 and 120 rpm, most common between 50 and 80 rpm. Speed
range of vehicle varies in dependence of vehicle class, wheel size and legal requirements. 25 km/h to
45 km/h corresponds to about 260 to 470 rpm of a 20” wheel.
The torques required to start either in the flat or on the hills are given for the situation where power
assist is 100% (no help by the pedalling human, electric drive working alone). If the power assist ratio
is 50%, these values have to be halved.
If gears are used, hence if non direct-drive, then these torques are to be divided by the gear ratio.

* Elektroantrieb.at uses belts from motor to a big wheel parallel to the wheel rim.
Other drive the wheel by pressing rolls onto the tire.
** Torques at the wheels at 150 kg weight and 15% slope
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Since cyclists pedal with a low frequency compared to the frequencies of turning
wheels, mechanical cycles use speed-increasing gears.
Bottom bracket or chain motors first use speed-reducing gears (if not direct drive
such as the Swiss Flyer model F electric bicycle), and then use the speed-increasing
gear of the traditional bicycle-transmission.
Conversely, the motor drives that act onto the wheel directly use speed-reducing
gears only.
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Fig 5a Schematic, qualitatively showing speed and voltage (electrical equivalent to speed) in an
human electric hybrid drive with bottom bracket motor. Speed of the motor is reduced to the speed
of the pedal or the chain, in order to then increase it again.
Electric system (red): The battery voltage is reduced by the motor controller to set a certain motor
speed.
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Fig 5b Schematic, qualitatively showing speed and voltage in an human electric hybrid drive with front
wheel or rear wheel hub motor and traditional bicycle transmission.
Electric system (red): The battery voltage is reduced by the motor controller to set a certain motor
speed.

A third principle for the mechanical addition of human and electric power is the setup
using planetary gears by Michael Kutter (Kutter, 1990, 1993). Two axles of the
planetary gear are driven by the human and the motor, and the third axle drives the
wheel. By varying the speed of the electric motor in dependence of pedalling
cadence, the effect of a continuously variable transmission results. The mechanical
gears of the bicycle have to be changed only if the slope of the street changes by
quite much. In the flats, while accelerating, no gear change is needed.
Ideally, the axle where the mechanical torques of human and motor are added
should not experience speed ripple. Due to the fact that the chain drive is braked via
the freewheel by the whole mass of rider and vehicle, the speed ripple of the wheels
and the chain is usually small. But since the bipedal human produces a history of
highly varying torque it is impossible to totally avoid drive torque ripple. If the motor is
controlled such that the humans torque ripple is compensated at the wheel partially
or fully, as a consequence the motor experiences torque ripple, too.
Definitively different from the series hybrid with purely electrical transmission of
human power discussed below is, that in parallel hybrids, between human and
machine, there is no energy storage device. In the mechanical world such storage
devices are e.g. springs or flywheels. It is mechanically complicated to load such
mechanical storages with energy, and to discharge energy from these devices. This
explains why storage devices between human and machine do not exist in
mechanical hybrid drives.
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Ripple
On the chain, there are torque and cadence ripple due to the fact that the human
works onto the crank as a bipedal “engine”. Consequently, the vehicle accelerates
and decelerates somewhat, experiences speed ripple. This is less pronounced when
using high gears, where the inertia apparent to the human at the pedals is high. But
speed ripple is high when low gears are used.
If the total output torque at the wheels of the vehicle should be constant (so that the
vehicle has no speed ripple), the motor would have to compensate the torque ripple
of the human. In the extreme case, therefore the motor would have a torque ripple up
to 100% of the average torque, but phase shifted by 180 degrees such as shown in
Fig. 4 above!
In electrical systems varying currents lead to losses which can be much bigger than
those associated with constant currents of the same time average. In parallel hybrids,
losses would occur mainly in the battery, the motor controller and the motor due to
the ripple in current which is associated with the ripple of torque.
If the controller of the parallel hybrid does not compensate for the torque ripple, then
these losses do not exist or are small. However, the parallel hybrid vehicle will then
suffer from drive torque and hence speed ripple. Torque ripple may negatively affect
traction of the wheels on slippery surfaces.

At the Limits of Speed
To prevent that the cadence of the human or the frequency of the motor is forced to
high values when going downhill, in PHEBs, overrunning clutches are used both
between wheel and pedals and between wheel and motor.
Overrunning clutches are also helpful to decouple human and machine. In cases
where the human pedals, but where the motor is off, an overrunning clutch prevents
that the rotor of the motor is dragged along. Energetic losses associated with that
process can be avoided.

Control of mechanically coupled Human Electric Hybrids
In mechanical cycles, the human uses the gear to adjust pedal speed and resistive
torque such that they are acceptable or even comfortable. Pedal speed is held quite
constant by changing the mechanical gear as soon as pedal speed is different from
preferred cadence.
In e-bikes, the user controls the motor by operating a throttle manually. In pedelecs,
based on some measured parameters, motor power is adjusted automatically.
Parameters typically measured are pedal speed only in the simpler pedelecs, and
pedalling torque also in the more advanced pedelecs.
Since an e-bike or a pedelec should help to reduce too high a torque load and
corresponding strain on the riders legs and/or too high a power load and strain on the
riders cardiovascular system, such a human electric hybrid should not only measure
pedalling speed, but also measure torque. Only maximum torque of a person is
correlated to speed, not torque between 0 and maximum torque. Since power is the
product of speed and torque, both need to be known to derive power.
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The place where the measurement is made determines if only pedal torque is
measured, or the sum of pedal and motor torque. E.g. when measuring chain
tension, then the sum of pedal and motor torque is measured in the case of a bottom
bracket motor.
By measuring also the current of the motor and transforming the value into torque,
from the sum of pedal and motor torque pedal torque can be computed.
In pedelecs, the motor controller automatically sets a certain motor power dependent
on pedal speed, in some models also dependent on pedal torque.
Since human and electric machine are coupled mechanically, the user can influence
the behaviour of the motor by changing gears in a certain way. Choosing e.g. a high
gear usually provokes the motor to deliver more torque. This draws more current
from the battery. When the motor controller detects a fast turning pedal, it usually
assumes that the user does need less help and the motor reduces output power.

Adaptation to Riders and to the Driving State
In the case of a motor in or near the bottom bracket it is impossible to optimally
adjust the motor to all potential users except when the gear ratio between motor and
pedal or between motor or chain would be changed.
The motor is operated at a speed proportional to the pedalling speed of the human
user. The huge dynamic range of electric motors over which they usually work at high
efficiency can not be used. At low or high vehicle speeds, efficiency is reduced
because the motor has to work with increased torque at the same, nearly constant
speed. During hill climbing, pedalling speed usually reduces somewhat, so that the
motor is forced to work at even higher load in order to deliver the same output power
compared to the situation with higher cadence.
In hub motors, the electric motor works over the full speed and torque range. The
losses can be minimized by choosing an optimal speed reduction gear ratio between
motor and wheel. At medium speeds the motor works at highest efficiency, at higher
and at lower speeds efficiency is lower, but can still be good.
Direct drive motors have, by definition, no speed reducing gear between motor and
wheel. Consequently they operate sometimes at very low speeds and very high
torques. High torques require high currents, which lead to losses in the motor as well
as in the controller and the battery. Direct drive motors need to be heavier than
motors with speed reduction gears in order to be capable to operate over the desired
range of accelerations, speeds and slopes. Direct drive motors may make sense in
parallel hybrid pedelecs which are mainly not used to climb longer hills at low speeds
and which do not not pull very high loads such as trailers for kids or for post. Torque
requirement is limited when in the flats, and hence current. At low currents, losses
and thus efficiency drops are limited. However, for use in hilly areas direct drive
motors are not optimal.
Vehicle speed is a parameter used to distinguish between driving states. The motor
controller can decide to deliver power only when the vehicle is slowly moving, but not
when it is moving fast. For legal reasons, in the EU pedelecs switch off the motor at
25 km/h.
That the EU law limits motor power of electric cycles to 250W independent of vehicle
weight complicates the legal situation and is absolutely unnecessary.
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Power depends on acceleration, slope and vehicle weight. A heavy postal pedelec
needs much more power than a commuting pedelec to accelerate with a certain rate
on a certain slope. For the same speed history, drive power is very different.
To maximize run time of the electric motor, electric power needs to be minimized
since the batteries energy content (capacity) is limited. Every builder and user of a
battery driven vehicle is highly interested to apply only as much power as required by
the driving situation, but not more.
Therefore the power limit in the law about electric bicycles should be dropped.
Limiting speed and weight for various classes of electric cycles makes much more
physical sense.
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Electrical Coupling of Human and Machine
The human’s mechanical output power can be converted into electric power by using
a pedalled generator. This principle is called “electronic bicycle” by Harald Kutzke
(Kutzke 1999), and “series hybrid” by Frank Jamerson (Jamerson 2009) and Andreas
Fuchs (old name: Electr(on)ical transmission).
The addition of electric power and human power does not happen in the mechanical
domain, but in the electrical domain. For example, the output of power electronics
braking the pedalled generator can be in the form of a DC current (usually with some
current ripple), which flows into the motor controller together with DC current from an
other electrical source such as e.g. a battery. Only when there are no wheels taking
power is the battery being charged.
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Fig. 6 Speed and voltage along the transmission of the series hybrid drive. Unlike the other hybrid
drives, human and machine are mechanically decoupled due to the electric system (red) inbetween
them, especially the battery.
When the wheels are running, the generator-current goes to the motors. When the vehicle is standing,
the battery is being charged by the generator current.

Over more than the last decade, various vehicles with series hybrid drive have been
prototyped in Berne, Switzerland (Fuchs, 2005, 2006).
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Fig. 7a Peter Lacher on the EZ1 recumbent with the working model of the series hybrid (2003 / 2008).
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Fig. 7b Prototype series hybrid drive mounted on an Anthrotech tricycle
(Fuchs, 2005).

Control is simpler than in mechanically coupled hybrids because human and machine
are mechanically totally decoupled. Therefore, optimal loading of human as well as
battery and electric motor is more easily possible.
Since there is no manually operated gear between motor and wheel, it is impossible
for the rider to choose inappropriate gear ratios leading to increased energy use.
In the series hybrid, ripple due to the highly varying pedalling torque will be only on
the generator current. If the motor controller controls the drive torque on the wheel(s)
with a time constant in the order of pedalling period, that is, keeps it constant over
about one pedalling period, then battery current will vary in such a way that the sum
of generator and battery current is constant in time.
The ripple by pedalling will not be remarkable at the drive wheel. The series hybrid ebike will therefore have a drive torque constant in time. On slippery surface, it is
helpful when the drive wheel torque is constant rather than having a highly varying
torque.
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Discussion of Advantages and Disadvantages of the Drive
Systems
Transmission Lines
The shortest transmission lines between the sources of torque – the human and the
electric motor - and the wheel exist in the case of hub motors in the front or rear
wheel. This is maximizes energetic efficiency.
More transmission elements are in line in the case of a bottom bracket motor and of
a series hybrid, chainless transmission.
Bottom bracket motor: Electric power is transmitted via a long transmission line. The
motor uses the transmission for human power, the traditional bicycle chain or
transaxle, also. When the ratio of electric to human power is low, energetic efficiency
is good (it then approaches the energetic efficiency of the bicycle transmission).
However, if a lot of electric power is transmitted, the losses are considerable due to
the length of the transmission line.
If the demand for drive power varies very fast such as in stop and go traffic, the gear
ratio can not be adjusted as fast and as optimally as needed if the operation is
manually done by the human. Therefore some designers think about automation of
the mechanical bicycle gears.
In mechanical cycles, the rider adjusts the gears so that she or he feels comfortable.
In case of a bottom bracket motor the motor is bound to the human power
transmission (operated by the human), and can not vary speed according to the
actual drive situation independently from the human. Therefore the motor can only
vary torque to vary output power. The energetic losses associated with the variation
of torque go with the square of the current (torque is proportional to current), and
therefore losses are quadrupled if electric torque and power is doubled.
Energetic efficiency is low if electric to human power ratio is bigger than 1, and if the
demand for electric power varies fast and over a big range.
Series hybrid: Human power is converted twice, in the generator from mechanical to
electrical, and in the motor(s) from electrical to mechanical. In case electric power is
low compared to human power, the energetic efficiency is limited to about 80% due
to this double conversion between the mechanical and electrical domain (80% for a
mechanically simple, eventually fully automated continuously variable transmission,
CVT, is good!).
However, if the ratio of electric power to human power is bigger than 1 as when
accelerating (especially in stop and go traffic), or when climbing, or when driving fast,
efficiency is very good. The motor of a series hybrid cycle has to have a certain size
since no chain is helping to accelerate and climb; bigger motors have higher
efficiency than smaller motors as those in parallel hybrid cycles with chain.
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Direct versus weak Coupling
The more directly human and machine are coupled, the more interference due to the
different torque output patterns is possible. Interference leads to energetic losses.
One very big difference between the mechanical ways to couple human and machine
and the electrical ways is, that in the latter case an energy storage is easily put
between human and machine. The battery in a series hybrid can decouple human
and machine nearly perfectly so that the influence of the one onto the other is
neglectable. The human can pedal independently of the motor in an optimal way.
And the motor can drive the wheel solely according to the demands by the drive task;
the motor does see virtually nothing of the torque ripple by the human. The losses by
interference are small, if existent.
Very direct mechanical coupling exists in the case of the bottom bracket motor. The
legs of the pedalling human are comparably heavy and strong, and the electric motor
and its controller basically have to act according to what the human does, have to
“collaborate” as optimally as possible (the methods of “collaboration” of human and
motor are defined by the control algorithms of the electric system, and in the future
also by control algorithms of automated gears). A certain interference can hardly be
avoided, and hence at least some energetic losses occur. In the case of a bottom
bracket motor decoupling only happens when an overrunning clutch is freewheeling.
The least mechanical coupling exists in parallel hybrid cycles with front hub motors.
The tires are sort of an elastic coupling between human and machine. Hence,
interference is near to nothing and energetic losses due to interference are avoided.
Overrunning clutches, mechanical ones or electronical ones, can avoid drag that
would else slow down the cycle while coasting or while being pedal driven.

Energy Budget
The energy budget of a rider-vehicle-system is the difference between energy input
and the energy losses due to all sorts of drag on rider and vehicle, in the drive train,
and due to the interference of the hybridized drives, the human and the electric
motor.
Energy input into the system is from the energy storages. One storage is the human;
while pedalling, its biochemical energy reserves become depleted. The other storage
is the battery which is decharged due to standby currents of the electric system and
currents to feed the lights and the motor(s).
In case of the series hybrid the human can charge the battery by pedalling when the
vehicle is standing. In a system like Bionx (direct drive hub motor with the possibility
to recuperate energy) electrical loading of the human can only happen when the
wheel is turning.
If there are overrunning clutches between wheel and motor, electrical braking is
impossible. As a consequence, also charging of the battery while deccelerating or
while going downhill is impossible. Series hybrids use an “electronical freewheel”
which can easily be locked for recuperation.
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Energy losses vary with speed and torque, that is, with power. Overall efficiency of
the hybrid drive system decreases in the case of the bottom bracket motor when
electric power is the dominant contribution to drive power, and in the case of the
series hybrid system when human power is dominant. The energetic efficiency
depends less on power in systems where the human power drive and the motor drive
act in parallel onto the wheels via short transmission lines, but are decoupled, like in
the case of hub motors.
If there are no manually operated gears between electric motor(s) and wheel(s) such
as in the series hybrid and in the cycles with hub motors, unoptimal operation by the
operator is impossible. The energy stored in the battery can be fully discharged via
the motor excluding human influence. This guarantees sort of a “minimal electric
range”.

Performance of the various Coupling-Methods
Unfortunately, the series hybrid drive system is not yet available on the market and
therefore is not yet developed to a high standards. Fair benchmarking with parallel
hybrid cycles is therefore not yet possible.
But performance measurements exist for the different types of parallel hybrid cycles
with bottom bracket motor and hub motor. Series hybrid cycles are comparable to ebikes and pedelecs with hub motors since series hybrids are equipped with such or
with wheel suspension arms with built-in drives.
Extraenergy measured range and speed in 2002 both on flat and on sloped tracks.
We calculate the following “RS” (Range * Speed) values:
RS_f = (Range flat * Speed flat)
RS_s = (Range slope * Speed slope)
RSC_f = (Range flat * Speed flat) / Battery capacity
RSC_s = (Range slope * Speed slope) / Battery capacity
RSC_fs = (Range flat * Speed flat * Range slope * Speed slope) / Battery capacity

RSC-values are RS-values divided by battery capacity. The value of RSC_fs will be
high if both in the flats and on the slopes the vehicle performs well, that is, goes far
fast. If either in the flats or on the slopes a vehicle performs poorer, the RSC_fs value
will be lower.
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Drive class: Vehicles with the
motor in the...
Front wheel
Bottom bracket
Rear wheel

Number of
vehicles
4
5
4

Remarks

One vehicle has the
planetary gear mixing
system by Michael Kutter

Table 3 Statistics of the 2002 extraenergy tests, classes of drives.

The number of measured vehicles is low. So results have to be interpreted with care.

Drive class
Front wheel
Bottom bracket
Rear wheel
Rear wheel, without the Kutter system

RSC_f
Only flat
20.9 +/- 2.4
20.6 +/- 2.1
20.3 +/- 3.1
18.8 +/- 1.2

RSC_fs
Flat & Slope
330 +/- 157
297 +/- 85
186 +/- 82
148 +/- 31

Table 4 RSC values for the different classes of drives.

RSC_f value, depending on range and speed in the flats, does not differ much for the
different systems.
The RSC_fs value, which looks both at the performance in the flats and on the
slopes, differ only a lot if one compares front wheel and bottom bracket drives with
the rear wheel drive. The rear wheel drives (of the year 2002) perform poorest
regarding range and speed in different situations. The front wheel drive systems go
further faster both in the flats and on the slopes compared to bottom bracket drive
systems.
This is not according to expectations: The promotors of the bottom bracket drives
state that gears are favourable to adjust to different riding situations. But apparently
front wheel hub motors are better capable to run optimally both in the flats and on the
hills than are bottom bracket motors.
Also according to the extraenergy test results 2002, the front wheel drive systems
reduce speed the least when riding on the slopes rather than on the hills. Second are
the bottom bracket motors, and the rear wheel drives reduce speed most (compared
to the speed in the flats) on hills. It is not absolutely clear why, but it could be that the
motors are not designed to go on slopes and are at the limit with regards to climbtorque, yielding low speeds on hills and thus low RSC values.
If the Kutter system is not considered, then the performance of the e-cycles with rear
wheel motor is even poorer compared to the front wheel and bottom bracket motor
systems. Unfortunately, new data useful for RSC studies of recent e-cycles is
missing; such data would be helpful in studying this fact deeper.
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The fact that the deviation between the RSC_fs values is relatively bigger than the
deviation of the RSC_f values suggests that the different kind of drive systems were
optimized for operation in the flats; there, the different systems, hub motor and
bottom bracket motor, perform all quite well. RSC_fs, that considers also
performance on the slope, varies much more. It looks as though the designers did
not care much to optimize also for performance on the slopes. This is rather strange
because the big advantage of an e-bike or pedelec is to reduce load on the cyclist in
situations which demand more power than riding in the flats. Extreme load situations
happen when accelerating in the flats or on the slopes, and when climbing slopes.

Feasibility for different Applications
The extraenergy tests show that electric cycles with hub motor have good overall
performance both in the flats and in the hills, and both in the bicycle mode and in the
electric drive mode because both transmission lines are in parallel and are as short
as technically possible, yielding minimal losses. The motors can be weak or strong.
This setup can used for a wide spectrum of vehicles, from lightweight to heavy, from
slow to fast.
Bottom bracket motor driven electric cycles are not ideal when the relative
contribution by the electric drive becomes very significant compared to human power,
because the transmission line from motor to wheel is of maximal length, leading to
maximized losses. Probably these drives are not ideal on very heavy or very fast
vehicles, but of course they work fine if human power is the dominant from of drive
power.
Series hybrid drives have a long transmission line for human power. To operate
series hybrid vehicles nearly like mechanical cycles, having absolutely no electric
assist, does not make sense. However, mechanical decoupling of human and
electrical machine allows to operate both independently and very dynamically and to
minimize fatigue, to maximize the efficient use of electric power.
Therefore, for heavy and/or fast human electric hybrids like e.g. fast recumbent or
upright pedelecs, velomobiles, cargo cycles or velotaxis, the series hybrid is well
suited. Of course the absence of a chain is an advantage as such and is useful for
many more cycle types such as e.g. folding cycles, or in pedal powered boats.
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Conclusions
Various ways to couple human and electric machine are possible, using mechanical
and electrical methods.
The data from performance measurements show that bottom bracket motor systems
do not necessarily perform as well both in the flats and on slopes as do front wheel
hub motors, although one would expect that, based on the fact that the motor can
also use the mechanical gears of the human power transmission via chain. More
research is needed to identify the real reasons for this effect.
One hypothesis of the author is, that since the motor is mechanically coupled to the
pedals, it is not allowed to run freely (e.g. on a power hyperbola) according to the
needs of the drive situation. So not the full dynamic range of the motor is used. The
bottom bracket motor is loaded variable only in the dimension of torque, but not in the
dimension of speed (rpm). Doubling electric drive power therefore leads to
quadrupled energetic losses in bottom bracket motors.
Hub wheel motors perform well, at least if in the front wheel. More reasearch, maybe
using younger e-cycle models than those from 2002, could eventually reveal the
reasons why the rear wheel hub motors performed so poorly on the hills.
Final conclusions regarding the potential of the series hybrid drive system for
dynamic riding and energetic efficiencies can not be made yet because no fully
developed products exist at this moment.
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